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AUSTRALIA: ‘My collaborations would see me jailed’: Australian researchers fear proposed new laws
Under the proposal, technology with potential military use would need authorization to be shared with non-Australian colleagues. [Read more »](#)

UNITED KINGDOM/CHINA: China influencing leading British universities, documentary claims
Leading British universities have been influenced by Chinese agents, with diplomatic and unofficial pressure resulting in censorship on campus, according to a Channel 4 documentary. [Read more »](#)

INDIA/UZBEKISTAN: Indian medical students who fled Ukraine find haven in Uzbekistan
Around 1,000 Indian medical students evacuated from Ukraine have restarted their education in Uzbekistan in the end of a long saga for these learners, and what could be a possible solution for thousands more. [Read more »](#)

ARGENTINA: Argentine science at risk as radical right-winger wins presidency
Tom Williams, *Times Higher Education*, 11/27
Javier Milei promised to get rid of the country’s major science funder during a chaotic election campaign, but will he follow through with his promises? [Read more »](#)

NEW ZEALAND: Protect free speech or lose cash, New Zealand universities warned
John Ross, *Times Higher Education*, 11/24
New Zealand universities will lose government funding unless they publicly embrace free speech, under plans negotiated by constituent parties of the incoming government.
MYANMAR: Junta forces medical students to serve as military reservists
Padone, University World News, 11/23
As fighting intensified across Myanmar in recent weeks with mounting casualties for the military regime’s forces, newly graduating medical students have been drafted in as military reservists. Read more »

MEXICO: Will a new president end Mexico’s stand-off over university policy?
Tom Williams, Times Higher Education, 11/23
Mexican president Andrés Manuel López-Obrador has expanded university access but is accused of ideological attacks on institutions, overly zealous corruption clampdowns and a misguided power grab over research policy. Read more »

POLAND: Polish academics call for more funding and greater scientific autonomy
Anna Rzhevkina, Science|Business, 11/22
Last month’s election results sparked hopes for change in the Polish research community, with academics looking to the new government to reform the national science system, increase funding and improve their chances of winning EU research grants. Read more »

AFGHANISTAN: Female Afghan Students Decry US Visa Denial
Akmal Dawi, Voice of America, 11/21
Nineteen-year-old Dewa — not her real name — had an admission letter to an undergraduate college program in the United States and a scholarship covering all her expenses. But the U.S. Embassy in Islamabad, Pakistan, rejected her student visa application, saying they believed she was intending to immigrate. Read more »

UNITED STATES: At University of Arkansas, a State Law Stifles Pro-Palestinian Speakers
A few weeks ago, Nathan Thrall, a Jewish American writer whose work strongly supports Palestinian rights, was invited to speak to students at the University of Arkansas about a new book. But there was one catch: To be paid for his visit, Mr. Thrall was told that he had to pledge, according to a 2017 state law, that he would not boycott Israel. He declined. Read more »

SOUTH KOREA: Historian’s comfort women trial was ‘cancel culture on steroids’
Pola Lem, Times Higher Education, 11/21
The seven-year prosecution of a South Korean historian who researches “comfort women” has shone an uncomfortable spotlight on the country’s deep political divisions, academics said. Read more »

SINGAPORE: Professor dropped from panel raises academic freedom fears
Yojana Sharma, University World News, 11/18
A Philippines academic invited to speak on a panel on ‘Public Intellectuals, Populism and Power’ at a conference at the National University of Singapore (NUS) early next year says she has been dropped from the upcoming
panel, and has accused the university of undermining academic freedom by uninviting her. Read more »

**UNITED STATES: Are Public Colleges in Texas Still Allowed to Celebrate Pride Month? Depends Who You Ask.**
Adrienne Lu, Chronicle of Higher Education, 11/17
General counsels at Texas public colleges have outsize power this year to determine which services for historically marginalized students will end when the state’s new law restricting diversity, equity, and inclusion efforts in higher education takes effect on January 1. Read more »

**UKRAINE/UNITED STATES: Visiting Scholar from Ukraine Has Found Community, Continued Her Work at Maxwell School**
Jessica Youngman, Syracuse University News, 11/17
On Feb. 24, 2022, Tetiana Hranchak awoke to the sound of explosions near her home in Kyiv, Ukraine. She expected Russia’s invasion and knew once it happened that she would leave her home country for the United States. Given her activism and scholarly research, she feared for her safety. Read more »

**ISRAEL/PALESTINE: The Israel–Hamas conflict: voices from scientists on the front lines**
Nature, 11/16
The deadly 7 October Hamas attacks on Israel, and Israel’s bombardment of Gaza, have upended lives — including those of researchers throughout the region. Read more »
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